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2012 Wildfire Season 

• In 2012, Colorado experienced 4,167 wildland fires that burned 
384,803 acres. 

• These fires killed 6 civilians, destroyed more than 648 structures, 
and caused at least $538 million in property losses. 

• Tens of thousands of residents were evacuated in 2012 and 
impacts on tourism were significant. 



Mission 
Engaged employees working together to provide 

diverse public safety services to local communities 
and safeguard lives 

  

Vision 
Creating safer and more resilient communities 

Wildland Fire Responsibility 



Our mission is to serve and safeguard the people 
and protect the property, resources, environment, 

and quality of life in Colorado. 



DFPC Aviation Program 



History and Background of the CoE 



What is a Center of Excellence? 

• A Center of Excellence is an entity focused on bringing leadership to 
affect change in a specific area of expertise. 

• Selection of U.S. Department of Homeland Security Centers of 
Excellence: 

• Arctic Domain Awareness Center of Excellence 

• Center of Excellence for Awareness  

      and Localization of Explosives-Related Threats 

• Center of Excellence for Zoonotic and  

      Animal Disease Defense 

• Coastal Resilience Center of Excellence 

• Maritime Security Center of Excellence 

• National Transportation Security Center 

      of Excellence 



Our Mission:  
To protect the citizens, land, 

and resources in Colorado, 
the Center of Excellence 
will research, test, and 

evaluate existing and new 
technologies that support 
sustainable, effective, and 
efficient aerial firefighting 

techniques. 

Our Vision:  

The Center of Excellence is 
the worldwide leader in 

collaboratively researching 
and developing innovative 

technologies and 
capabilities supporting or 

related to aerial 
firefighting. 



Center of Excellence Staff 

The CoE is located at the Rifle-Garfield County Airport and we’d love to 
have you visit us! 

 

• Melissa Lineberger – Director 

• Bob Gann – Deputy Director 

• Dave Toelle – Aerial Firefighting Expert 

• Brad Schmidt – Wildland Fire Technology Specialist 

• Adam Trojanowski – Economic and Policy Analyst 

• Jon Williams – Research and Data Analyst   

• Jessica Harstad – Office Manager and Assistant to the Director 

• Garrett Seddon – Military and UAS Integration Specialist 





Aviation Early Successes 

• Since 2014, DFPC has operated 2 SEATs, 
2 Type III helicopters, 1 Type II 
helicopter, and the 2 Multi-Mission 
Aircraft (MMA) during fire seasons. 

 

2016 Fire Season Aviation Statistics 



Multi-Mission Aircraft Fire Detection 



Multi-Mission Aircraft Tactical Support 



Current Impact of the MMA 
 

The Cold Springs Fire in July demonstrated the value of intelligence 
collected by the MMA.*   

“The flow of information between agencies and out to the community 

has been outstanding and has contributed to a highly successful fire 

suppression operation and a tremendous amount of community 

support. The MMA aircraft was critical to Command Staff in helping us 

make attack and resource plans based on real time, accurate data. This 

data helps us make quick, intelligent decisions on how to use the 

resources on hand in the most effective and efficient manner.” 

 

—Boulder County Sheriff Joe Pelle 

*Note that the MMA is not a CoE project, but we work closely with the MMA team. 

 



CoE Early Successes 

Night Operations 

Colorado Fire 

Prediction System 

Firefighter Data Link 

Satellite Messenger 

Devices 



    Night Operations 

LA County FD Air Operations-Barton 

Heliport, Pacoima, CA  



Background 
 

• Senate Bill 14-164 specifies several areas of interest for the CoE, 
among them “initial attack, night operations, and operations in 
wildland urban interface areas.”  
 

• The statute does not further define what night operations means in 
this context. To provide decision-makers with the most relevant 
information, we need to first define the scope of night operations in 
the context of wildland firefighting in Colorado. 

  



Night Aerial Firefighting Operations 
Summit, January 2016 

Goal: Determine whether or not direct attack on fire at night is feasible in part or 
all of Colorado 



Night Ops Status Report 

• Following the Night Ops Summit, CoE personnel conducted in-person 
tours of Southern California night aerial firefighting programs. 

 

• On-the-ground observations and reviews of reports are contributing 
to a status update on current night operations and potential options 
for Colorado. This report is currently being drafted and will be 
released on the CoE website. 



Colorado Fire Prediction System (CO-FPS) 



CAWFE Model 

The National Center for Atmospheric Research’s Coupled Atmosphere 
Wildland Fire Environment (CAWFE) model differs from federal fire 
prediction tools by: 

• Utilizing next-generation NWS weather predictions and an in-house weather 
prediction model to provide 110-meter resolution weather forecasts over the 
wildfire. 

 

 
• Incorporating the heat and 

water vapor released by the 
fire into the weather 
forecast—accounting for 
fire-influenced weather. 

 





Year One CO-FPS Products 

18-hour predictions of: 
 

Fire extent 
Rate of spread 
Heat release/flame length 
Smoke concentration 
Significant fire phenomena 
 
Turbulence intensity 
Downdraft and updraft regions 
Wind shear regions 
 
Wind speed, direction, gustiness 
Surface air temperature 
Surface relative humidity 
 
 

 



CO-FPS and Fire Management 

• CO-FPS is not currently being used to assist in decision-making on 
wildland fires. 

• Stakeholder fire managers and 
system developers do use CO-FPS 
on an experimental basis. 
 



   Sunshine Fire 

• The fire started on March 19, 2017, 
and was declared out on March 23. 

•  The fire burned 73.6 acres and led to 
the evacuation of 426 homes. 



Fire Boundary — Sunshine 



Smoke Concentration — Sunshine 



Analysis — Sunshine 





Satellite Messenger Devices 

• The CoE is testing three different types of satellite messengers 

to facilitate the tracking of wildland firefighters in remote 

areas. 



Satellite Messenger Study 

• Field trials were conducted in Fall 2016 to determine: 
 

• If satellite messengers can function under heavy forest 

canopies and in rugged terrain 
 

• How frequently the location of a firefighter would be 

known if they carried a messenger 



Percentage of Tracking Points Successfully Sent 





New Projects and Future Directions 

Unmanned Aerial Systems 

Data Link 

Aerial Agent Testing 



Data Link Project 



Problem Statement 

• Wildland firefighters rely mainly on commercial cellular service for 
data access when fighting wildfires.  

• The lack of consistent data connectivity has led to firefighters 
relying on paper or static (not updated) digital maps. 

• The locations of wildland firefighters are not tracked automatically.  



Tracking Without Cell Service 

• VHF radio-based tracking systems for 
hunting dogs provide a paradigm for 
how situational awareness tools for 
firefighters could be developed. 



• The following capabilities of ATAK make this platform ideal for 
developing situational awareness on wildland fires. 

     ATAK allows users to: 

 -view maps and GIS data offline 

 -track the location of resources 

 -collaboratively map a fire 

 -access aircraft intelligence products and video 

 

Other Mobile Apps            ATAK 



Firefighter Location Accountability 



Collaborative Mapping 



Integration with MMA Video 



goTenna Pro Testing 
 

• In early March 2017, the CoE utilized one of the Multi-
Mission Aircraft to test a prototype data-transmitting 
radio system built by goTenna. 

• Using this product, we demonstrated an air-to-ground 
data link of 46 miles when transmitting in the UHF 
band. 

• With development, this type of radio could facilitate 
collaborative mapping and location accountability 
when paired with the ATAK app. 

 



Data Link Next Steps 

• The CoE applied for federal grant funding to develop ATAK into a cross-
platform situational awareness platform customized for wildland fire 
management. 

 

• This grant is funded by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) Public Safety Communications Research Division. 

 

• We will learn in May 2017 if we received 
funding through this grant; in the 
meantime, we will continue prototyping 
and demonstrating situational awareness 
technologies for firefighters. 

 



Unmanned Aerial Systems 



UAS in Public Safety Pilot Project 

HB17-1070 Study Drone Use By Public Safety Agencies 
(Wilson/Donovan/Coram) 
 
• The bill requires the Center of Excellence to conduct a study 

concerning the integration of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) 
within state and local government operations that relate to 
certain public-safety functions. 
 



UAS in Public Safety Summit  



Water Enhancer Trials/Evaluations 

• DFPC’s Aviation Unit and the CoE are using a case study approach to 

document the effectiveness of three water-enhancing gels on wildfires.  

 

• An immediate opportunity exists to examine the use of gel products on 

wildfires with contracted Single Engine Airtankers (SEATs).  



Water Enhancers/Gels  

• Our evaluations are designed to test the effectiveness of three 

different suppressants: GelTech FireIce, BlazeTamer 380, and Thermo-

Gel 200, all of which are currently approved by the U.S. Forest Service 

for use in SEATs. 

 

• We will load the SEATs (either State-contracted or BLM-contracted) at 

Fort Collins, Rifle, and Craig with the aerial suppressants specified 

above and, unless the ordering unit clearly indicates that retardant is 

needed, the first load flying out of these bases will be either FireIce, 

BlazeTamer, or Thermo-Gel. 

 

 



Water Enhancer Data Collection 

• A drop assessment must outline the drop objectives and whether 

they are part of a direct or indirect tactic.  

 

• Suppression drop effectiveness and product longevity are best 

assessed on the ground.  

 

• We will also evaluate the mixing, handling, and loading times 

associated with the use of these products at each of the three SEAT 

bases involved in our study.  

 

 

https://sites.google.com/site/rmawaterenhancerstudy/ 

 

https://sites.google.com/site/rmawaterenhancerstudy/
https://sites.google.com/site/rmawaterenhancerstudy/


Aviation Updates 

 
• 2 Type II exclusive-use helicopters  
     (Bell 205-A1++ with FastFin) 

 

• Montrose, CO:  June 12–October 9, 2017 
 

• Canon City, CO:  May 15–September 11, 
2017 

  

• Contract Period—base year 2017 with 
three option years (2018, 2019, 2020)  

• 2017 is the final year of the current 
exclusive-use SEAT contracts 

  

• SEATs will be on 120-day contracts in 
Fort Collins and Rifle this year 

  

• 4 call-when-needed (CWN) SEAT 
contracts have been signed, with CWN 
SEATs used on Fall 2016 and Spring 
2017 fires 
 



Document Library 

One of the mandates for the CoE is to 
function as an integrated repository for 
information. 

As we gather information and reports, they 
will be republished in the Document 
Library on the CoE website. 

• The newly relaunched CoE website 
includes an advanced search function. 

• Most contents to-date are related to 
aerial operations, night operations, and 
fire modeling. We will add to this library 
as we locate new sources. 



The CoE Website 

• DFPC and the CoE recently launched an updated website that 
supports searching, indexing, and mobile access.  

• Our new address is colorado.gov/dfpc/coe 



Do you have a project for the CoE? 

The CoE website contains a simple 
form for submitting project 
requests. 

Please let us know how we can 
contribute to your mission of 
fighting wildland fire in Colorado. 

• When we receive a request, we will 
evaluate it in light of what we can 
perform at the CoE.  

• We may contact you with further 
questions. 

• We will let you know if we are able 
to take on the task. 



 

colorado.gov/dfpc/coe 

 

Brad Schmidt 

brad.schmidt@state.co.us 

970-665-0038 

Questions? 


